Keynote Sessions

Saturday, 8:00AM
___BA13-100 Never Give Up
  Hal & Melanie Young

Workshops

Saturday, 11:00AM
___BA13-200 Raising Real Men
  Hal & Melanie Young
___BA13-201 Learning with (dis)Abilities
  Gail Efting
___BA13-205 Elementary Overview
  Penny Ross
___BA13-206 5 Ways to Make Money in The New Online Economy
  Gerald McKay
___BA13-207 High School Overview
  Mary Schofield
___BA13-208 Law & Legislative Update
  J Michael Smith/Nathan Pierce
___BA13-212 Biblical Education with the Best of Academic Methods
  Dawn Hudson

Saturday, 1:00PM
___BA13-300 Homeschooling is Not Enough
  Hal & Melanie Young
___BA13-301 Economics & American Government
  Gail Efting
___BA13-305 Bible, K-12
  Penny Ross
___BA13-306 Choosing Curriculum
  Kendra Fletcher
___BA13-307 Having God's Eyes for Homeschooling Teens
  Dawn Wiemeyer
___BA13-308 Getting Started
  Susan Beatty
___BA13-312 Time Management for the Busy Homeschool Mom
  Kim Garroutte

Saturday, 3:00PM
___BA13-400 Your Future to Homeschool -- Secure or Not?
  J. Michael Smith
___BA13-401 Teaching History
  Gail Efting
___BA13-405 Recordkeeping
  Penny Ross
___BA13-406 I'm Not So Sure About This
  Hal Young
___BA13-407 Frugal Living for Housewives
  Kim Garroutte
___BA13-408 Science for Moms Who Don't Like Science
  Kendra Fletcher
___BA13-412 Sanity's in the Freezer
  Melanie Young

Saturday, 5:00PM
___BA13-500 My Beloved & My Friend
  Hal & Melanie Young
___BA13-501 Writing for the Real World
  Gail Efting
___BA13-505 Sharpen Your #2 Pencils: Preparing for the SAT Exam
  Denise Boiko
___BA13-506 When Your Homeschooled Child Misses the Mark
  Kim Garroutte
___BA13-507 My Kids Hate Math, What Do I Do?
  Jere Allen
___BA13-508 Preschool, Preparation & Peace
  Kendra Fletcher
___BA13-512 Developing Your Educational Philosophy
  Chuck & Pam Geib

Leadership Conference

Friday, 8:00AM
  Town Hall Meeting
  NOT RECORDED

Friday, 9:30AM
___BA13-L20 The New Generation of Homeschoolers
  Hal & Melanie Young

Friday, 10:45AM
___BA13-L30 What About Social . . . Media Groups?
  Hal & Melanie Young

Friday, 1:15PM
___BA13-L40 What About My Family?
  Hal & Melanie Young

Friday, 2:45PM
___BA13-L50 Developing the Next Generation of Leadership
  Hal & Melanie Young

Teen Convention

Saturday, 11:00AM
___BA13-T10 Study like a Genius: Unlocking Your Brain
  Daniel Craig

Saturday, 1:00PM
___BA13-T20 Bachelor's Degree by Age 18: Inspiring Students with a Vision
  Daniel Craig

Saturday, 3:00PM
___BA13-T30 5 Secrets for Aspiring Entrepreneurs
  Daniel Craig

Saturday, 5:00PM
___BA13-T40 Do Something! Off the Conveyor Belt and into Real Life
  Daniel Craig

Get ALL 32 Workshops & The Keynote on a mp3 CD for $79 or a mp3 player for $99. (Leadership sessions not included.)
Get ALL 4 Leadership Conference Sessions on One mp3 Data CD for $25